Estimating a shooting angle in ear recognition
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Abstract. To improve on our earlier work on single-view-based ear biometrics,
an estimation method is presented for the shooting angle of an ear image based
on the summation of similarity scores over a threshold within a database of
known shooting angles. Experimental results indicate that the estimation method can improve the robustness of ear recognition in varied poses.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Ear shape is unique to every individual and has been used in forensic science over
the past 40 years [1]. In particular, ear prints left on walls have been used in identification of criminals, most notably in the Netherlands [2]. A detailed survey on using ear
shapes for forensic purposes is available in [2], where historical studies and present
issues are detailed. Furthermore, detailed surveys of automatic ear recognition systems
are available in [3][4][5], where databases, algorithms, experimental conditions, and
accuracies are presented. Whereas masks and sunglasses often purposely obscure facial
features, ear shapes can be all that is required to identify subjects. However, the shooting angle of an ear from a surveillance camera is usually not the same as that for a
facial image. Hence, accounting for such differences is necessary[6][7].
1.2

Related studies

Moriyoshi [6][7] thoroughly investigated the effect of differences in the shooting
angle in the context of forensic science. As far as image processing and computer
vision are concerned, a few studies have variations in the angle of the shot [8][9].
However, these studies were limited to in-plane rotations. In single-view-based ear
recognition studies, the authors improved the robustness of the method for off-angle
rotation [10][11], in which feature vectors of various poses are estimated from a single-view image and recognition processes are performed without using prior
knowledge of shooting angles of the input images. This is done by taking a correlation
against the averaged estimated feature vectors over various poses. Although this averaging process may contaminate final accuracy, we did not use information on the
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shooting angle of input ear images because the estimation method of the shooting
angle of an ear image is not established. One may point out the usability of the shooting angle of face images, for which various estimation methods are well-established.
However, because individual variations in the ear overhang angle are considerable,
the use of the estimated face angles as an ear angle is not feasible. We do not know,
however, how promising it is to pursue the direction of seeking a method of estimating the shooting angle of an ear. If such an estimation method is established, it will be
possible to improve the accuracy of the single-view-based ear recognition system, by
taking the correlation against estimated feature vectors of a specified angle, but not
against contaminated averaged feature vectors of unspecified shooting angles.
1.3

Aim of this study

An initial attempt to estimate the shooting angle of an ear image is presented. Using these estimated shooting angles, a few estimation methods for the feature vector
of other shooting angles are compared experimentally. We examine the possibility of
improving the robustness of ear recognition by estimating the shooting angle of an ear
image.

2

Proposed method

2.1

Outline

In Subsections 2.2 and 2.3, our method for estimating the shooting angle of an input image is explained. For completeness, the method we used for ear recognition is
summarized briefly in Subsections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6.
2.2

Gabor features of ear minutiae

To fix a baseline, we used the Gabor features for the various methods described
below: Let x  ( x, y ) be a point in a plane. A 2D plane wave defined by wave vector
k  (k x , k y ) and modified by a Gaussian function is called a Gabor function (Eq. (1)):
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Here  denotes the width of this function determined by the Gaussian function. The
factor exp   2 2  is a compensation term that eliminates averages. This condition is

required from wavelet theory, but if  is large enough, the factor can be ignored.
Gabor functions are characterized as localized wavy shapes in various directions determined by plane waves. Gabor filters, i.e., convolutions with these Gabor functions,
extract the direction and wavelength of these localized wavy shapes of an image near
the point under consideration. Wavy shapes in various directions also characterize the
outer ear. Thus, endpoints, junctions, and protuberances of the ridges of the outer ear
are selected as feature points. Wavy shapes near these feature points are measured and

coded using Gabor filters.

Fig. 1. Feature points of an ear.

2.3

Gabor configurations

Five wavelengths, 4,4 2,8,8 2,16 , were adopted as Gabor filters to cover the various widths of ridges along the ear that appear in the experimental data. Furthermore,
to cover all directions evenly, eight directions corresponding to π/8 rotations are employed. To realize these settings, we set σ = 2π and
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for λ = 4, 4√2, 8, 8√2, 16 and 𝜇 = 0, … ,7 in Eq. (1).
We implemented these Gabor filters using a mask of 101×101 pixels for the convolution window, and this convolution was performed using the fast Fourier transform. Using this bank of Gabor filters, Gabor feature vectors were sampled at the
feature points as indicated in Fig. 1 and then stacked into one vector with maximum
dimensions of 560 (=80×7). Furthermore, when phases were ignored, that is only
taking absolute values, these vectors became 280 (=40×7) dimensional.
2.4

Estimating shooting angles of an input image

Given an input ear image of unknown shooting angle, we can compute the similarity scores between this input ear image and the ear images of a known shooting angle
from a database. Where this angle is close to the unknown shooting angle of an input
ear image, it is anticipated that the number of ear images with higher scores for their
similarities may be large. Based on this concept, we examined the following algorithm:
1. First, similarity scores between an input ear image and images of known shooting
angles in a database are computed.
2. The summation scores for these similarity scores above a given threshold within a
shooting angle are obtained. If there is no sample with a similarity score higher
than the threshold, this algorithm returns a failure for the shooting angle estimation.
3. The above process 1-2 is repeated through various shooting angles in the database.
4. Finally, the shooting angle with the maximum summation is returned as an estimated shooting angle of an input image.

Similarity scores are given by normalized-cross-correlations to the phase-ignored
Gabor feature vectors. A threshold is employed in order not to contaminate the estimation accuracy of shooting angle through using the lower scores of the similarities
of non-similar ears. This threshold is obtained by maximizing the estimation accuracies of shooting angles through a survey of threshold-values using leave-one-out cross
validation strategy.

2.5

Estimation of Gabor features after off-angle rotation for a single
registration image using a linear jet transformation

For completeness, the method used in [11] is outlined. Locally, near the feature
points, the subject is approximated by a tangent plane. The tangent plane does not
have depth. Hence, the image of this plane rotated in depth can be estimated . This
estimated image reflects local features under pose variations near the feature points.
Similar to the tangent plane, Gabor jets only represent local features. Motivated by
this, we explore the benefits of Gabor jets for subjects rotated in depth. The following
outlines the reproduction method using Gabor jet estimates of subjects with different
poses [11][10]. Let the x-y coordinates be set on the camera plane and the z-axis set
perpendicular to this plane. Suppose that a subject plane, initially placed parallel to
the camera plane, is rotated by ϕ around its x-axis and then θ around its y-axis. By
observing the transformations of unit vectors, a point on the subject plane initially at
u  ( x, y ) is transformed to x given by:
x  Au,
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A
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(3)

If this plane is initially placed at (1,1) and not parallel to the camera plane, the
above transformation is:
x  A(2 , 2 ) A(1,1 ) 1u

.

(4)

Under this transformation, the transformation of the Gabor jets corresponding to
the pose change can then be estimated. In what follows, A(2 , 2 ) A(1,1 ) 1 is denoted
as A for simplicity. Components of the transformed Gabor jets are obtained by convoluting the Gabor function with the transformed image I (A1x) . Using
x  Au, x '  Au ' , this is
j 'k (x)   I ( A1x ')k (x  x ')dx '
  I (u  u ')k (Au ') | A | du

.

(5)

Assuming the following approximation:
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the Gabor jet transformation is simply written as:

j 'k (x)  ckk ' (A) jk ' (u)
k'

.

(7)

Once C( A )  (ckk ' ( A)) is obtained, the transformation of the Gabor jets can be estimated using:
j '(x)  C( A ) j(u) .

(8)

Matrix C is obtained by multiplying both sides of Eq. (6) by k '' (u ') and integrating both sides. Two of the variables are difficult to determine. One is (2 ,2 ) , which
depends on the poses of input images. This is an unknown in real scenarios. In [11],
we solved this issue by producing the Gabor feature of many other poses in advance.
The other unknown variable is (1,1) , which represents the normal vector of the
tangent plane at each feature point. Because this variable is difficult to determine from
a single-view-image, some type of statistical modeling is necessary. In [11], this model was produced using an exhaustive search of smaller equal error rates in the variable
 and  using a five-fold cross validation strategy.
2.6

Estimation of Gabor features after off-angle rotation for a single
registration image using principal component analysis (PCA)

To estimate the Gabor feature vectors for other poses, the feature vectors taken at
the registration and input angles are stacked into one feature vector for the same person in a training set. Because phases are ignored and absolute values taken, a 560
(=40×7×2) dimensional vector is obtained. Such stacked feature vectors are created
for all training datasets and subjected to PCA. For testing the sample, the Gabor feature vector at the registration angle and the null data are stacked into one vector. Using the principal component subspace, the Gabor feature vector at the input angles are
estimated as a sub-vector of the back-projected stacked feature vector. Similar to Subsection 2.5, a five-fold cross validation is used to create training and test sets. The
principal component subspaces serves 3D statistical modeling for estimating feature
vectors of other poses.

2.7

Estimation of Gabor features after off-angle rotation for a single
registration image using multiple regression analysis (MRA)

To estimate the Gabor feature vectors taken from different shooting angles, the
normal equation is solved to obtain the regression coefficients that describe each
component of the Gabor feature as a linear combination of the components of Gabor
features of the registration angle. With phases ignored, a set of 280(=40×7) normal
equations is solved for training sets and used to estimate the Gabor features of the
input angles for test sets. Similar to Subsection 2.5, a five-fold cross validation is used
to create training and test sets. The regression coefficients obtained serve 3D statistical modeling that can be used to estimate feature vectors for other poses.

2.8

Creating the linear discriminant analysis matrix using the estimated
features for input images with unknown poses

To fix a baseline for comparison, similar to the method described in [12], all the
estimated feature vectors, as illustrated in Subsections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, are subject to
multiple linear discriminant analysis (LDA), thereby creating the LDA matrix of discriminant vectors. After applying this LDA matrix to both the input and registration
feature vectors, a normalized correlation is computed to obtain the similarity between
the input and registration feature vectors taken from different shooting angles.

3

Experiment

3.1

Database of feature vectors for the experiment

Experiments were performed using the database of Gabor feature vectors at ear
feature points of images from the human and object interaction processing (HOIP)
database [12] obtained in our previous studies [11]. The HOIP database consisted of
facial images of 300 subjects photographed from 504 (72 yaw angles every 5° and 7
roll angles every 15°) directions, where the size of the ear fitted approximately within
a 70×90 pixel window. By mirror reflecting images, left profile images of 600 people
were subjected to Gabor feature computations. Thus a database of Gabor feature vectors for 600 people was obtained.
3.2

Shooting angles and number of visible feature points in the experiments.

To examine robustness against yaw-angle pose variations, verification experiments were performed using an ear image of the true left profile of a registration image taken from 85°. Input data were taken from yaw angles varying from 40° to 80°,
every 10°.

Fig. 2. Example of input images.

(Yaw angles 0°, 90°, and 180° corresponding to frontal face, true left profile, and
back)
One hundred and sixty-two subjects corresponding to images with seven visible
feature points at all angles were selected for input, registration, and training data. In
these datasets, there was a single biometric sample for each identity in each angle.

3.3

Experiment for estimating the shooting angle.

For the algorithm presented in Subsection 2.4, a threshold was determined by
maximizing the estimation accuracy of the shooting angle using a leave-one-out cross
validation strategy as follows:
1. First, the set of images at a 40° angle were selected as input images. An image
from this image set was selected and treated as an input image of an unknown
shooting angle. All other images with the same identity as this input image were
removed from the image sets of yaw angles varying from 40° to 80°, every 10°.
2. Second, the shooting angle for this input image was estimated using the algorithm
presented in Section 2.4.
3. Repeating this process over all the images in the image sets at 40° angles provided
an estimation accuracy at a 40° angle.
4. Performing the above steps 1-3 similarly on sets of images at 50° to 80° angles
provided estimation accuracies for each angle. The accuracies from 40° to 80° angles were averaged.
5. A survey search of threshold-values that maximized the averaged accuracy was
performed based on the coarse-to-fine approach.

3.4

Experiment for examining robustness

The effect of our proposed method using the estimated shooting angle, robustness
was examined as follows:
1. From the feature vectors of registration data taken from 85°, feature vectors for the
yaw angles 40°, 50°, 60°, 70° and 80° were estimated using algorithms LJT, PCA
and MRA as demonstrated in 2.5-2.7.
2. As in Subsection 2.8, the LDA matrix was created using these estimated and registration datasets. Using this matrix, the registration, input and estimated datasets
were all transformed into a coordinated dataset where discrimination was easier.
3. Similarity scores were obtained using normalized cross correlations taken against
the 85° angle registration feature vector, and the estimated feature vector of the estimated shooting angle. Equal error rates were obtained from ROC using the algorithm in Section 3.5.
In summary, the following six cases were compared;







LJT, 85° angle registration of the feature vector
LJT, estimated feature vector of the estimated shooting angle.
PCA, 85° angle registration of the feature vector
PCA, estimated feature vector of the estimated shooting angle
MRA, 85° angle registration of the feature vector
MRA, estimated feature vector of the estimated shooting angle

Similarity scores obtained using the 85° registration feature vector corresponded
to our previous method in [11]. Where the shooting angle estimation failed, the registration angle for 85° was used instead for correlation computation. A small number of
such cases depended on the shooting angle (~2%).

3.5

The validity metrics for the experiments

As validity metrics for the verification experiments, the ROC, and the equal error
rate EER are commonly used (10.6.3 of [13]). For computing these metrics, we used
the algorithm recommended in Annex. F.1–2 of [13].
3.6

Results of the experiment for estimating shooting angle.

The accuracy at each threshold is demonstrated in Fig. 3. When the threshold value is 0.88, the maximum averaged accuracy is 46.6%. This is a somewhat encouraging result as an initial attempt, because this accuracy far exceeds that of a random
answer (20%) to the question of five selective answers (40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°).
However, there seems to be considerable room to improve the estimation accuracy of
the shooting angle.

Fig. 3. Accuracy at various thresholds.

3.7

Result of the experiment to examine robustness

Using the estimated shooting angle as determined in Subsection 3.6, equal error
rates at various input yaw angles were obtained, as in Fig. 4.
.

Fig. 4. Equal error rate at various yaw angles.

The results using PCA and MRA were not particularly good. Equal error rates for
the estimated data of the estimated shooting angles were worse than the equal error
rates using registration data without shooting angle normalization. Similar to our previous report [14], the number of subjects may not be sufficient for accurately determining the principal component subspace and regression matrix. However, using LJT,
the estimated data for the estimated shooting angle perform as accurately as our previous method using averaged estimated feature vectors of various poses.

4

Discussion and Conclusions

An initial attempt to estimate the shooting angle of an ear image is presented. Although the estimation accuracy was 48.8% and far exceeds the accuracy of a random
answer (20%) to a question of five selective answers, there seems to be considerable
room to improve it because the presented estimation algorithm for the shooting angle
is not sophisticated. Using this estimated shooting angle, the estimation method of
feature vector of other poses—PCA MRA and LJT—are examined. Although none
perform beyond the accuracy of our previous method using averaged estimated feature vectors of various poses, LJT performs as accurately as our previous result.
Hence, using LJT and refining the accuracy of the estimated shooting angle by improving the algorithm, there may be a chance to improve the robustness of singleview-based ear recognition.
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